
 

  

Auditorium Agenda 
 

From December 7th to 18th 2022 at the 15th Conference of the Parties to the Convention on 

Biological Diversity 
Place Québec in the Palais de Congrès, Montréal 

Saturday 17th December 

FAITH BASED 

09:00-13:00 
 
Various organizers 

UN SYSTEM 

13:00-18:00 
TBC 

MOVIE NIGHT 

18:00-19:15 
 
Frozen Planet II  
 
This BBC series – narrated by Sir David Attenborough – explores the wildlife found in the world’s coldest regions: the Arctic 
and Antarctic, high mountains, frozen deserts, snowbound forests, and ice-cold oceans. From polar bears to penguins, and 
from snow monkeys to Siberian tigers, each species must overcome a unique set of challenges to endure its extreme 
environment. The screening will present one of six episodes of the series: Our Frozen Planet, which presents how frozen 
worlds have reached a tipping point – their future hangs in the balance and with it, so does ours. 

19:15PM to 21:00PM  

 
INTERACTIONS – When cinema looks to nature 
 
Composed by 12 original short films, each shot during 2022, Interactions was released at the International Film Festival of Rome 
on 17 October 2022. The filmmakers participating in this film production have been selected carefully from all over the world, 
including Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia, Latino America and USA, not only on the basis of their filmography, awards and fame, 
but as well for their particular sensitivity to themes regarding our planet, the consequences of the climate change on humankind, 
nature and the animal life. 
 
INTERACTIONS is under the auspices of the UN Biodiversity Conference CBD COP15 (Montreal, Canada) and WAAS (World 
Academy of Art and Science); benefits of the support of its international donors such as the Global partner DDC (Swiss Direction 
of Development and Cooperation/Ministry of Foreign Affairs) together with the International Secretariat of Water (Canada); the 
Main Partner GAIL (India); the Partners such as Cariplo Foundation (Italy), SESC (São Paulo), Osklen and Instituto e (Rio de 
Janeiro), Voice Over Foundation (Milan), One Planet One Future (Milan), and Paul Schiller Stiftung, Zürich (Switzerland) among 
others. 

 


